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Re: 

 

Request for clarification of Trial Chamber Memorandum entitled “Witness Lists for 

Early Trial Segments, Deadline for Filing of Admissibility Challenges to Documents 

and Exhibits, and Response to Motion E109/5” 

    

 

Dear Ms. Lamb, 

 

We are grateful for the information provided by the Trial Chamber in its 18 October 2011 

Memorandum
1
 and share the Trial Chamber’s desire to ensure that Mr. IENG Sary’s right to 

be tried expeditiously is respected.  In order to prepare for the upcoming trial as efficiently as 

possible, we seek clarification of certain issues arising from the Memorandum.  To ensure 

that the trial proceedings are conducted as efficiently as possible, we propose that: a. the list 

of Accused, Civil Parties and witnesses for the “initial trial session”
2
 be reduced; b. the 

deadlines for document lists and objections be modified in light of any possible reduction; 

and c. the Trial Chamber schedule an informal trial management meeting as soon as possible.  

These proposals will maintain the integrity of the Trial Chamber’s Scheduling Order.
3
  They 

are intended to assist the Trial Chamber and the parties in preparing for trial and will not 

delay the proceedings.   

Questioning of the Accused 

� Which Accused will be testifying?  

� How much time will be allocated to the questioning of each Accused?   

                                                 
1
 Memorandum – Trial Chamber, Witness Lists for Early Trial Segments, Deadline for Filing of Admissibility 

Challenges to Documents and Exhibits, and Response to Motion E109/5, 18 October 2011 (“Memorandum”). 
2
 Confidential Annex B refers to the period from 28 November to 16 December 2011 both as the “initial trial 

session” and as the “first trial segment.”  Where we have referred to “initial trial session” in this letter, this 

refers to the period from 28 November to 16 December 2011. 
3
 Scheduling Order for Opening Statements and Hearing on the Substance in Case 002, 18 October 2011, E131. 
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� How will this time be divided among the parties?   

� In what order will the parties question each Accused?
4
 

� Will the Trial Chamber take the same approach to questioning the Accused in Case 

002 as it did in Case 001?
5
   

� If so, will an Accused be called multiple times within each “small trial”? 

� If the Accused will be questioned more than once, on which topics will the Accused 

be questioned initially?   

Trial Scheduling 

� How much time has been allocated in this initial trial session to the questioning of 

each Accused, Civil Party and witness and how will this time be divided?   

� Is the order in which the Civil Parties and witnesses are currently listed the definitive 

order of call, barring any unforeseen circumstances?
6
   

� How likely is it that this order of call will be maintained? 

� If questioning of the Accused, Civil Parties and witnesses listed in Confidential 

Annex B is not completed within the initial trial session, can we assume that the Trial 

Chamber will hear any remaining Accused, Civil Parties and/or witnesses listed in 

Confidential Annex B commencing in January?   

� Will the trial be held Monday through Friday for full days, or is a shorter trial week or 

trial day envisaged? 

Document Lists 

� Will the parties be permitted to put documents to witnesses which are not on the 

parties’ document lists, if this is for the purposes of cross-examination or 

impeachment? 

� Will the parties be able seek to admit documents before the Chamber which were 

included on their initial document list(s) but which were not included on their 

                                                 
4
 Rule 90 states that the President of the Chamber will determine the order of questioning. 

5
 In Case 001, Duch was questioned initially for two and a half days and then at various points throughout the 

trial.   
6
 Confidential Annex B is unclear.  Initially, it states that after questioning of the Accused, the Chamber will 

proceed to call the listed Civil Parties and witnesses, but “not necessarily in the order listed.”  Later, however, it 

states that “any changes to the envisaged order of call will be communicated to the parties at the first 

opportunity.” 
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document list for the initial four trial segments,
7
 without having to show that the 

requested evidence was not available before the opening of the trial?
8
 

� Due to the tight deadline to prepare the document list due on 1 November 2011,
9
 in 

the event that there are oversights and documents are inadvertently omitted from the 

list, will the Trial Chamber be flexible in allowing the parties to provide 

supplementary lists? 

Objections to Documents 

� In the Memorandum, the Trial Chamber stated that the document objections due 10 

days after the parties file their document lists on 1 November 2011 and 5 January 

2012
10

 may be filed “to each document or exhibit” or to “each category of document 

or exhibit.”
11

  Are we required to re-file our previously filed objections to categories 

of documents?
12

   

Answers to the above questions will greatly assist our trial preparation.   

� Answers concerning the testimony of the Accused will assist us in preparing our 

document list.  If we do not know which Accused will be testifying, on which topics 

they will be questioned initially, or how much time we will be allocated to question 

each Accused, we may be unable to prepare an adequate document list by 1 

November 2011, or properly prepare for opening statements and the commencement 

of the substantive trial.   

� NOTE: Mr. Ieng Sary will not be giving evidence; he wishes to 

remain silent, as is his right pursuant to Article 35 new(g) of the 

Establishment Law A formal notice to this effect will be submitted 

prior to the commencement of the substantive trial. 

� Answers concerning trial scheduling will allow us to focus our preparation on those 

Accused, Civil Parties and witnesses who are most likely to testify in 2011.   

� Answers concerning the document lists will assist us in preparing our list as 

expeditiously as possible.   

                                                 
7
 We note in this regard that the parties’ document lists for the “initial four trial segments” were intended to 

provide the Trial Chamber with “early indications” of which documents the parties intended to rely on “to allow 

the Interpretation and Translation Pool to ascertain the translation status of documents considered key by the 

parties, and for the Chamber to identify pending difficulties as soon as possible.” See email from Trial Chamber 

Senior Legal Officer to all Parties, 22 July 2011.  Further, at the time the IENG Sary Defence filed its document 

and exhibit list for the “initial four trial segments,” the Trial Chamber had yet to finalize the witness list for trial.   
8
 Rule 87(4). 

9
 Memorandum, p. 1. 

10 Id., p. 2. 
11

 Id. 
12

 IENG Sary’s Objections to the Admissibility of Certain Categories of Documents, 6 September 2011, E114. 
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� Answers concerning document objections will allow us to prepare objections, if 

necessary, in a timely manner.   

Proposal for the 28 November – 16 December 2011 period 

It appears highly unlikely that questioning of two or three Accused, three Civil Parties, and 

five witnesses can be completed within three weeks.  Since all who testify – be they Accused, 

Civil Party or witness – will likely be questioned by the Trial Chamber and each of the 

parties, the current projection seems unfeasible, even under the best of circumstances.  We 

propose, depending on which Accused will testify and on what topics they will be questioned, 

that the Trial Chamber consider allocating the remainder of the year to the testimony of the 

Accused.  If the Accused will not testify, or if their testimony is envisaged as being 

completed prior to 16 December 2011, we suggest that a discrete number of witness be 

identified who would actually give evidence in this period.  The precise order would be 

highly useful, particularly light of the short deadlines to prepare document lists and 

objections.  This proposal will not delay the proceedings as scheduled,
13

 but would allow the 

parties to focus their preparation in the most efficient way possible, while minimizing the 

devotion of scarce resources to witnesses who are unlikely to be heard before 16 December 

2011.  

We further propose a slight revision to the 1 November 2011 deadline to file document lists.  

In light of the short notice, we suggest that document lists related to the Civil Parties and 

witnesses planned for the initial trial session be due one month prior to the period in which 

they are actually expected to testify (with corresponding document objections to follow 10 

days later).  As we noted in our previous letter, dated 17 October 2011, we suggest the Trial 

Chamber provide the parties at the start of each month with a list of the witnesses who will 

appear the following month in the order of anticipated appearance and the documents it will 

put to each witness.  The parties would submit their document lists at the same time, with 

corresponding document objections to follow 10 days later.  By adopting this proposal, the 

deadline for document lists could be moved to early December for the Civil Parties and 

witnesses who are not likely to testify until January.  This will allow the parties to focus their 

immediate preparations on the Accused who will be heard first.   

Proposal for informal trial management meetings 

We once again invite the Trial Chamber to schedule as soon as possible an informal trial 

management meeting between the parties and the Senior Legal Officer.  The issues raised in 

this letter, and any other issues that the parties may have concerning the trial proceedings, can 

be dealt with in an informal, roundtable discussion, similar to the procedure at the ICTY 

under Rule 65bis.
14

  A more formal trial management meeting could be held subsequently, in 

order to formalize the matters raised at the informal meeting – should it be necessary.  

Periodic informal trial management meetings as the proceedings progress would ensure that 

                                                 
13

 Scheduling Order for Opening Statements and Hearing on the Substance in Case 002, 18 October 2011, E131. 
14

 ICTY Rules of Procedure and Evidence, Rule 65bis. 
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valuable courtroom time is not wasted on minor procedural issues that can easily be handled 

informally.   

A trial of this magnitude and complexity has never been held in Cambodia.  Moreover, the 

procedure in place at the ECCC is novel to international criminal trials.  The Chamber and 

the parties will unquestionably benefit from periodic informal meetings outside of normal 

courtroom sessions.  Such meetings would also enhance the smooth running of Case 002, and 

thus the administration of justice.  

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 

 

 

 ANG Udom Michael G. KARNAVAS  

 Co-Lawyers for Mr. IENG Sary  

  


